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Description

Minimum Pitch

Spanlok is a wide tray standing seam architectural profile.
Spanlok represents the latest technology in architectural 
roofing and cladding. Spanlok is secret fixed with a 
concealed clip.

The Rooflogic Ultratherm MSR system incorporating the 
Spanlok top skin offers a high performance architectural 
roofing solution. The RL Liner Deck and RL PIR Board 
provides a continuous insulation layer and a fully sarked 
substrate which is ideal for the support of wide tray 
architectural roofing profiles.

The minimum pitch for Spanlok is 3 0. Any transverse 
seams should be sealed at pitches less than 20 0 The 
building design pitch may need to be higher to take into 
account any cumulative deflections of the frame, purlin 
and roof sheeting or penetrations.

rl topdeck S (SPANLOK)

Dimensions
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Design Considerations

The designer should take into account the following 
factors when specifying Spanlok:

•Preferred pan width
•Material type, finish and colour
•Roof pitch
•Sheet lengths
•Wind Loadings (Refer to Wind Loadings Section)
•Snow design
•Reference to our standard details
•Swaged or non swaged
•Purlin spacing

Wide tray type roofing profiles, due to their inherent 
nature of a flat pan without the use of structural ribs, can 
give rise to undulations in the wide flat pan. These are 
considered to be an architectural feature of the profiles 
and with the Ultratherm MSR system providing a fully 
supported substrate, are aesthetic only. 

Normally, structural integrity is not affected. However, 
structural integrity must be reviewed if the distortion 
results from an extreme external influence. Since many 
uncontrollable factors are involved, Rooflogic can not 
realistically assure the total elimination of undulation in 
the pan.

Spanlok can offer the use of a double swage in each pan 
as an architectural feature which assists in eliminating 
this if required. Inclusion or exclusion of swages must be 
specified at the time of order. 

Different swage options, including single swage, are also 
available on request. A clip relief swage at the pan edges 
is supplied standard.

Low gloss paint coatings are also available which assist 
in minimising the effect of any undulations but must be 
specified at time of coil ordering.

Penetration flashings for Spanlok must be installed by 
the Spanlok installation contractor only and other trades 
must not cut any holes unless under the supervision of 
the roofing contractor. The placement of penetrations 
should ensure that they do not interfere with the panel 
joints.

Spanlok is manufactured custom cut to length subject to 
transport and site limitations.

Spanlok can be manufactured on site if required due to 
transport length.

Wind Loading 

Maintenance

Maintenance should be performed as necessary to 
remove dirt, salt and pollutants in accordance with 
warranty conditions. In severe environments more regular 
maintenance may be necessary.

Installation
Installation should be undertaken by experienced 
RoofLogic installers. Soft rubber soled shoes should be 
worn and foot traffic should be in the pan of the profile. 
Other trades should be also made aware of this by the 
main contractor.

Flashings should be notched over the ribs and all sheeting 
should be edge fixed. Packs on site should be kept dry 
and stored above ground level. If sheets become wet 
they should be fillet stacked to allow drying.

Specifications

Rooflogic will provide project specifications detailing the 
installation of system assembly.

lt is first necessary for the designer to calculate the design 
wind load for the roofing and cladding in accordance 
with generally acceptable practice, by reference to AS/
NZS 1170, and /or NZS 3604 as appropriate. For a fuller 
explanation of this refer to the NZ Metal Roof and Wall 
Cladding Code of Practice.

The uplift forces on Spanlok roof and cladding are 
transferred through the building via the clips and fasteners 
to the structure. The performance criteria is based on the 
number of clips or fasteners per m2, which can be varied 
by the spacing of the purlins and clips, or the width of 
the panels.

To improve the uplift resistance of Spanlok roof and 
cladding the design options are:
• To reduce the width of the end bays
• To place the clips and fasteners closer together with 

the latter.

In these areas consideration should also be given to 
reducing the maximum gable or verge panel width. Purlin 
spacing and ultimately the number of secret fix clips 
and fasteners per lineal metre and ultimately per m2 for 
Spanlok roofing and cladding must be derived from the 
following graph compiled as a result of testing as per the 
NZMRM Metal Roof and Wall Cladding Code of Practice.

RL Topdeck Spanlok
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Material Recommendations & Standard Pan Widths to Suit Standard Coils

.55 Plain and Prepainted Steel 0.90 Plain and Prepainted Aluminium 0.70 Copper Aluminium

365 mm N/A 335 mm

The use of the following sizes minimizes waste and cost and generally shortens lead times. However other sizes are available 
and if other than standard sizes are required contact RoofLogic for specific advice.

The above pan widths are based on standard coil widths and are a nominal sizes only.

Material availability is subject to available stock and some material such as copper may have lead times of 3-4 months. For all 
other materials such as Titanium Zinc refer to RoofLogic. All measurements are nominal. N/A - Not Readily Available.

Information Table

Substrate Material Steel Aluminium Copper

Thickness .55 BMT 0.90 BMT 0.90 BMT

Approx weight per Lineal Metre for 365 mm pan 2.40 N/A 3.10

Effective Cover for Standard Pan (mm) (Nominal)

Spanlok-365 mm pan 368 mm N/A 338 mm
N/A= Not Readily Available

RL Topdeck Spanlok

Wind Design Load Graph

Intermediate span in meters. End spans to be 2/3 of intermediate span. 
Intermediate span of 600 mm can also use end span of 600 mm.

Material Clip 
Material 

Screw Type 
Approved 

Timber Type 

Screws 
per clip

Steel 
based

Galvanised 
or Zam

RL Purlin Fastener, 
length from 

100 mm-200 mm 
dependent 

on insulation 
thickness

2

Copper

Note: Refer to project specifications or RoofLogic if further 
information in respect to fastener selection is required.

Primary Fixing Chart

Spanlok should be fixed in accordance with the following 
chart into the primary structure at purlin and girt spacing 
derived from the Wind load Design Graph.

m

kPa

.55 Steel Based Material - 365 mm

Thermal movement across the pan is taken up by the provision of a small gap at the base of the profile. Linear expansion is 
accommodated by the profile sliding on the clips. Refer to Rooflogic.

Roof expansion provision


